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TH E N E W SLI M :
E N HAN CE M E NT O F A CL A S S I C PRO D U C T

STEININGER‘s ambition is to constantly develop their own creations and to steadily perfect them
through new technologies. SLIM has recently been revised.

THE TECHNOLOGY
Kitchen block and cupboard element are fully covered with a 3-millimetre thin anodised aluminium surface. The anodising process coats the surface with an extremely resistant protective
layer, only a few nanometres thin. „Our aim was to create an even more robust and durable
surface,“ designer Martin Steininger explains, who has already designed the original version
of SLIM. The aluminium parts are precisely manufactured in terms of mechanical engineering.
The precision of the front gaps corresponds to those used in vehicle construction. STEININGER is
using a protected process for the first time to enable an even more precise design for SLIM.

THE FUNCTION
STEININGER is convinced that the kitchen is the communicative centre of a home. „This is where
life happens - the family cooks together, friends meet up to have a glass of wine. It‘s a communication room.“ The demands imposed on a kitchen are as individual as this communication - that‘s why all STEININGER kitchens are made to measure and their functions are precisely
tailored to customer requirements: Perhaps an illuminated glass niche with a wine shelf invites to
linger with a good glass, and to taste some cheese. The gas stove slides back to make available
the spice collection and cooking utensils - everything by gentle one touch pressure; the storage
space is perfectly organised and used to the maximum.

THE LOOK
„The newly developed folding technology allows us to use the aluminium not only on a flat
surface, but also around the corners,“ Martin Steininger explains. This makes the entire kitchen
look as if it is all of a piece. Details have been worked out even more finely and let the entire
kitchen appear in an even more exact shape and silkier surface. Handles are invisibly recessed,
work surfaces merge seamlessly into the sink. From natural silver to champagne to matt black,
SLIM is available in 7 colour shades, as well as with a sanding structure surface.

ABO U T S TE I N I NGE R
STEININGER stands for purist, exquisite architecture, interiors and kitchens design. Mastermind
Martin Steininger heads the headquarter in St. Martin (Upper Austria), with further locations in
Linz, Vienna, Hamburg and London. At STEININGERS BESPOKE designs and architectural settings
are in demand internationally: they inspire with striking, clear lines, timelessness and sophisticated details.
Martin Steininger is an esthete and a minimalist. Exceptional design is a decisive added value
for him, as things has to work. He subordinates all designs to this creed. It defines space, shape
and use accordingly. Urban concrete and rare metal alloys complete the range of materials. A
new type of spatial, sensory and tactile experience arises.
BESPOKE DESIGN - THE STEININGER COLLECTION
STEININGER designs are a statement of sustainable luxury, style and comfort. This claim continues in the unique kitchen and furniture. Every design from the STEININGER Collection is made to
measure. State-of-the-art CAD programs and cutting edge manufacturing technologies in the
Austria production, ensure the highest quality. The artisan take care the fine details at the end.
STEININGER is a manufacturer and feels committed to the trade.
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